
Output blocks for an EC2 instance resource in Terraform: 

In Terraform, an output block is used to define values that should be displayed to the user 

after the infrastructure is provisioned or modified. The output block allows you to extract 

and present specific information about your infrastructure, such as IP addresses, URLs, or 

any other relevant data. 

The syntax for declaring an output block in Terraform is as follows: 

```terraform 

output "name" { 

  value       = <value> 

  description = <description> 

} 

``` 

Let's break down the different components of an output block: 

1. **"name"**: This is the name of the output, and it must be unique within your Terraform 

configuration. It is used to refer to the output value later on. For example, if you have an 

output named "instance_ip", you can reference it as `module.module_name.output_name` 

or `output.output_name` in other parts of your configuration.  

2. **value**: This attribute specifies the value that you want to expose as an output. It can 

be a literal value, a reference to a resource attribute or data source, or an expression that 

combines multiple values. The value is evaluated during the Terraform execution and the 

resulting value is stored as the output. 

3. **description** (optional): This attribute is used to provide a human-readable description 

of the output. It is useful for documenting the purpose or usage of the output, especially 

when working in a team or sharing your Terraform configuration with others.  

Here's an example of an output block that exposes the IP address of an AWS EC2 instance:  

```terraform 

output "instance_ip" { 

  value       = aws_instance.example.public_ip 

  description = "The public IP address of the EC2 instance." 

} 

``` 

 



In this example, the output block is named "instance_ip", and its value is set to 

`aws_instance.example.public_ip`. When Terraform applies the configuration, it will extract 

the public IP address of the EC2 instance and store it as the value of this output. After 

applying the configuration, you can retrieve this value by using `terraform output 

instance_ip` command. 

Outputs can be useful for various purposes, such as providing information to users, 

integrating with external systems, or passing values between different Terraform modules. 

They can also be referenced by other Terraform configurations when using remote state, 

allowing you to consume outputs from other infrastructure deployments.  

By leveraging output blocks in Terraform, you can extract and expose important information 

about your infrastructure, making it easier to interact with and utilize the provisioned 

resources. 

```hcl 

resource "aws_instance" "example" { 

  ami           = "ami-12345678" 

  instance_type = "t2.micro" 

 

  tags = { 

    Name = "ExampleInstance" 

  } 

} 

 

output "instance_id" { 

  value = aws_instance.example.id 

} 

 

output "instance_private_ip" { 

  value = aws_instance.example.private_ip 

} 

 

output "instance_public_ip" { 

  value = aws_instance.example.public_ip 



} 

``` 

 

In this example, we have an EC2 instance resource named "example" created using the 

`aws_instance` resource block. We specify the AMI ID, instance type, and add a tag to the 

instance. 

The `output` blocks define the values that we want to expose as outputs. In this case, we 

have three outputs: `instance_id`, `instance_private_ip`, and `instance_public_ip`. Each 

output specifies the value we want to retrieve using the appropriate attribute of the 

`aws_instance.example` resource. 

After running `terraform apply`, Terraform will create the EC2 instance, and the output 

values will be displayed in the command-line output: 

``` 

Outputs: 

 

instance_id = i-1234567890abcdef0 

instance_private_ip = 10.0.0.123 

instance_public_ip = 203.0.113.123  

``` 

 

The output values can be accessed and used in other parts of your Terraform configuration 

or retrieved using the `terraform output` command. 

By defining outputs, you can retrieve and utilize important information about your EC2 

instance or any other resources in your Terraform configuration.  


